
Enhance Your Photography 
& Videography 

Stand Out On 
Social Media

Capture Dazzling 
Visuals 

TACTICAL FLIGHT EBOOK



Order advanced controller, spare battery, and replacement parts at:
www.SkyCamHDDrone.com

DISCLAIMER ATTENTION: SkyCamHD is not a toy. The instructions provided in SkyCamHD’s Tactical Flight 
EBook are intended not only for the protection of the product, but also to ensure the safety of the drone 
operator (“Operator”) and everyone in the immediate vicinity. Improper operation can cause serious injury 
and property damage. SkyCamHD does not guarantee error-free behavior of the electronics or software. 
For the safety of the Operator, bystanders, and the equipment, Purchaser agrees to read and understand 
SkyCamHD’s Tactical Flight EBook prior to the operation of the equipment and systems purchased from 
SkyCamHD.

The use of this product is deemed to be the recognition and acceptance of the entire contents of this 
disclaimer. This product is NOT suitable for people under the age of 13. 

SkyCamHD WILL NOT be responsible or liable for improper usage, construction, or setup of our product 
and/or equipment, nor for any damage, injury, or warranty claim that occurs in conjunction with our drone 
products. SkyCamHD is not liable for any damages resulting from flying in bad weather, mistreatment, 
collision, flying out of range, accidents, or any other improper usage of the drone. The drone operator must 
take the proper precautions in order to maintain the condition and quality of the drone.

This product is made for personal use and it is prohibited from taking unauthorized photos/videos, flying 
near airports & large events, violating federal or local laws, or commercial uses. The operator shall 
determine the suitability of the product for their intended use and shall assume all risks and liability. It is 
the drone operator’s responsibility to comply with federal and local laws, regulations, requirements, and 
customs pertaining to the flying of a drone / unmanned aircraft system (UAS) / small unmanned aerial 
vehicle. Laws and regulations vary in specific areas and locations. For example: 

The above-mentioned sites are in no way exhaustive and are provided for the convenience of the 
Purchaser. Be warned that violating any of the federal, local laws & regulations, and local customs or 
operating a drone without the proper certificates will result in civil and/or criminal penalties. SkyCamHD is 
not responsible for any fines or penalties incurred.  SkyCamHD has made every effort to ensure that this 
EBook is accurate and disclaims liability for any inaccuracies or omissions that may have occurred. 
Information in this SkyCamHD is subject to change without notice and does not represent a commitment 
on the part of the SkyCamHD.  SkyCamHD makes no commitment to update or keep current the 
information in this EBook and reserves the right to make improvements to this EBook or to the products 
described in this EBook, at any time without notice. If you find information in this manual that is incorrect, 
misleading, or incomplete, we would appreciate your comments and suggestions.

IN NO EVENT SHALL SkyCamHD BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES RELATED TO THE USE OF PRODUCTS SOLD. PURCHASER SHALL INDEMNIFY AND HOLD 
HARMLESS SkyCamHD, ITS OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AGENTS, REPRESENTATIVES AND EMPLOYEES FROM ANY 
AND ALL CLAIMS, LIABILITIES, DAMAGES, AND EXPENSES (INCLUDING ATTORNEYS’ FEES ACTUALLY 
INCURRED) ON ACCOUNT OF DEATH OR INJURY TO ANY PERSON OR DAMAGE TO ANY PROPERTY ARISING 
FROM OR IN CONNECTION WITH ANY GOODS SUPPLIED. THIS INDEMNITY SHALL APPLY WITHOUT REGARD 
TO WHETHER THE CLAIM, DAMAGE, LIABILITY, OR EXPENSE IS BASED ON BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH 
OF WARRANTY, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, OR OTHER GROUNDS.

For Purchasers within the United States of America, please refer to the Federal Aviation 
Administration Website found in: https://www.faa.gov/uas/getting_started/ 

For Purchasers within the UK, please refer to the UK Drone Code published by the Civil Aviation 
Authority found in:  http://dronesafe.uk/drone-code/ 
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Our Message To You

We created SkyCamHD so you could capture life at sky-high angles. We strive to 
provide you with high-quality technology, dynamically powerful drones, and 
amazing service. SkyCamHD is great for new and experienced pilots alike and 
for hassle-free flying. Take amazing footage with the HD camera and our drone’s 
stabilizing hover settings. Get ready to experience and share breathtaking views 
right from your smartphone. The world is your playground with your new 
compact drone!

This ebook was created to help you fine-tune your flying skills, as well as teach 
you the ins and outs of capturing the most stunning images and videos! We will 
go over pre-flight preparations, a step-by-step guide on how to use the app, 
takeoff procedures, your first flight, how to capture dazzling footage, and 
advanced maneuvering and videography techniques.  This information is 
compiled by skilled drone pilots to give you the best drone experience possible. 

Our team is is made up of innovators, adventure seekers, and tech lovers who 
understand drones and the technology needed to create a fun and effective 
product. Are you ready for takeoff?



Definitions

FPV: First Person View, the pilot can see their flight path through the camera 
mounted on the drone.

Line of Sight: The line of sight between you and your drone.

General Terms

Battery: A rechargeable lithium battery that is located underneath the drone.

Camera: Mounted camera on the drone which allows the pilot to see via 
smartphone, as well as capture both images and video. 

Propellers: Spinning blades that propel the drone and that are controlled by 
the pilot via remote control. 

Parts



Bank turn: A 360-degree circular turn either clockwise or counterclockwise. 
See the “Practice Exercises” section for instructions.
 Hover: Staying in the same position in the air by pressing “Altitude Mode”. 

Figure 8: Flying your drone in a figure-8 pattern. See the “Practice Exercises” 
section for instructions. 

Maneuvering

Forward/Backward: When pushing the right joystick either forward or 
backwards, it will move the drone in the intended direction while in the air.

Strafe Left/Right: When pushing the right joystick to the left or right, it will 
move the drone sideways in the intended direction while in the air. 

The Throttle (Ascend/Descend): When pushing the left joystick up, the 
drone will ascend, and when pushing it down, it will descend (go down).

Yaw (Turn): When pushing the left joystick to the left or right, the drone will 
rotate in that direction.

Controller Directions



After unboxing your new drone, you will need to install the propellers. Each 
propeller has a corresponding arm. You will need to use a screwdriver in order 
to detach or replace the propellers. Please see the diagram below for 
instructions on where to attach each propeller.

Propeller Installation 

You will need to charge the battery of your drone before takeoff. Turn the 
drone upside down. Grip the battery from both sides and pull out the entire 
battery. To charge, plug the USB cable into an outlet and the red cable into 
the battery. It will take about an hour to fully charge the battery. 

Lithium Battery Instructions 

Check your local forecast before flying outdoors. Rain, wind, and snow can 
damage your drone. Fly on clear days when there is little or no wind. 

Weather Check

Always inspect your drone before take off. Check that all components are 
properly attached and wipe the camera lens for better picture quality.

Drone Inspection

Preflight Preparations



Downloading the application is easy! Just 
scan the QR code that corresponds to your 
smart device below! 

Once downloaded, open up your Wi-Fi 
settings and connect to the network that 
looks like this: WiFi-720P-###. 

Now that you are connected, you are almost 
ready to fly! Tap on the application to open 
up to the main interface. Then, click “Play” 
to open up the remote control command 
center.

Once in the remote control command 
center screen, you will see several buttons. 
(An overview of those buttons is below.) 
To make the app’s virtual joysticks appear 
and start up the command center, tap “Off”.

Once you have tapped the “Off” button, 
it will bring you to the full control screen. 
We will quickly go over the function of each 
of these buttons. 

This section will go over how to download the flight app on your 
phone / device and make the most of its functions.

Android Android (Google Play) iOS

Smartphone Application 
Menu Overview

Android (Google Play): 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lewei.jyufo&hl=en_US

iOS (App Store): 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/jy-ufo/id1146475731?mt=8



1 - Main Menu 

2 - Capture Photo

3 - Capture Video

4 - View Photos/Videos

5 - Speed 

6 - Altitude Hold 

7 - Gravity Sensor

8 - Show/Hide Controls

9 - More Settings

10 - 3D Flips & Rolls 

11 - One-Key Takeoff

12 - Left Joystick (Height & Turning)

13 - Left/Right Rotation Fine-Tuning 

14 - Emergency Stop 

15 - Lock Controls

16 - Left/Right Strafe Fine-Tuning

17 - Right Joystick  

(Forward-Backwards & Sideways) 

18 - One-Key Landing 

19 - Forward/Backward Fine-Tuning 

20 - Flip Camera View Vertically 

21 - Toggle 3D

22 - Headless Mode 

23 - One-Key Calibration

24 - Draw Route
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1. Main Menu: This button will return you to the previous screen.  

2. Capture Photo: This button captures an image.

3. Capture Video: This button begins recording video. Press again to stop filming. 
4. Image/Video Viewer: This is where your photos/videos are stored and where 
you can view the images you have captured. 

5. Speed: This button controls the speed at which your drone operates. When you 
are a new pilot, it is recommended to start at a lower speed percentage. 
6. Altitude Hold: This button allows your drone to hover in place while airborne. 
Perfect for taking breathtaking selfies! 

7. Gravity Sensor Mode: When enabled, the drone will automatically follow the 
movements of your phone. 

8. Show/Hide Controls: This button will show controls when “On” and hide all 
controls when “Off,” so you can focus on image & video capture. 

9. More Settings: This button reveals an additional menu containing more setting 
options. 
10. 3D Flips and Rolls: When you press this button and then choose a direction on 
one of the joysticks, your drone will perform a flip. 

11. One-key Takeoff: Tap this button to make your drone automatically take off. 

12. Left Joystick (Height & Turning): This joystick controls the height of your 
drone as well as its turning/rotation capabilities. See image below. 

13. Left/Right Fine-Tuning: If you find your drone veering to the left and right 
while using your left joystick, use this gauge to restabilize. 

Button Glossary



14. Emergency Stop: This button will stop your drone’s propellers 
immediately. Permanent damage may be caused to your drone if dropped 
from a significant height. 

15. Lock Controls: This button will lock all controls on your phone until it is 
pressed again to unlock. 

16. Left/Right Side Fine-Tuning: If your drone is rolling when flying sideways, 
use this gauge to restabilize. 

17. Right Joystick: This joystick controls the drone's forwards & backwards 
movements, as well as its left & right sideways flight. See image below. 

18. One-Key Landing: This button will make your drone automatically land. 

19. Forward/Backward Fine-Tuning: If your drone is veering forwards or 
backwards while flying, use this gauge to restabilize.

20. Flip Camera View Vertically: This button will flip the view of the camera. 
Please note that this does not move the camera. 

21. Toggle 3D: Use this mode if you have virtual reality goggles! Experience 
the feeling of flying! 

22. Headless Mode: This mode will fly the drone relative to the direction 
you are in. You no longer need to keep track of the front of the drone itself. 
This is a great mode to turn on for beginners & makes flying much easier. 

23. One-key Calibration: Use this button to calibrate and restabilize your 
entire drone. Make sure that it is sitting on a flat surface before tapping this. 

24. Draw Route: Tap this button and draw the route you want your drone 
to fly in. This is a great planning tool for capturing beautiful footage. 



You’re almost ready for your first flight! Your drone is prepped and 
primed. You have downloaded the app, and you understand how to use 
the control screen. There are just a few more things we want to walk you 
through before you take off. 

Start slow. Decrease your drone’s speed and turn on headless mode for 
your first few flights. You can always change these settings later!
 

Open spaces are best. The bigger the open space, the lesser the chance 
of a collision! The SkyCamHD is one of the easiest drones to fly, but 
collisions can still happen. Choose wide open areas to minimize your risk. 
Be sure to keep an eye on your surroundings.

Clear skies, no wind, no rain = No problem! 

In the chance of collision. If you think you are about to crash, decrease 
your drones speed. This may save your propellers from breaking and can 
decrease how hard your drone hits a surface. Another important button 
to remember at this time is the Emergency Stop button. You should be 
wary of the distance between your drone and the ground before using 
this button. 

Keep your fingers away from the propellers. This drone’s blades move 
at a very fast pace and could hurt your fingers or other parts of your body 
if they come in contact.

After the flight, remove the battery. After you have landed your drone 
and turned it off, you should always remove the battery. Removing the 
battery reduces the risk of damage. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Right Before Takeoff



First, put your drone on a flat surface and turn it on. 

Go through all the steps of setting up your Wi-Fi. Then open your drone’s 
smartphone app and press “Play” to enter the command screen.

On your command screen, remember to tap “Off” in order to enable all 
controls. 

Tap the “Altitude Hold” button, which will display the “One-Key Takeoff” 
button. 

Tap the “One-key Takeoff” button and watch your drone automatically
ascend into the air! From here, you will be able to use the left joystick to 
control your drone’s height even further. Remember to start off slow!

Once at your desired height, you can use your right joystick to move 
forwards, backwards, and sideways, or use your left joystick to turn and 
descend. 

When you are ready to land your SkyCamHD drone, use your left joystick to 
slowly descend. Once at a lower height, you can press the “One-key Landing” 
button which will automatically lower your drone to the ground safely! 

Congratulations! You have successfully piloted your SkyCamHD into the skies! 
You and your drone’s adventures have just begun!

First Flight

The time has come! Your drone is about to soar up into the skies for 
the first time. Get ready to see the world from new and impressive 
angles. Now, let’s get your drone off the ground!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



Here are some simple exercises that you can practice to help you get the 
hang of flying your new drone. Although the SkyCamHD is one of the 
easiest drones to operate, it is always good to practice simple 
maneuvers so you can move onto pro techniques!

Practice Exercises

Use your drone to draw a simple box in the sky. While 
you are airborne, use the right joystick to move your 
drone forwards and sideways until you form a 
complete box.

The Box

Use your drone to fly in a straight line, make a full 180-
degree turn and come right back. This is done by using 
both the left and right joystick. Start off using the right 
joystick to propel the drone forward, then use your left 
joystick to complete the turn.

180-Degree Turn

This exercise is very similar to The Box but adds the 
elements of turning at each corner. In order to do this, 
you will use your right joystick to propel forward, while 
using the left joystick to complete your corner turns.  

Box and Yaw

Circle
This exercise requires the use of both joysticks at the 
same time. You will use the right joystick to propel the 
drone forwards while simultaneously using the left 
joystick to slightly turn.

90° 90°

90° 90°

180°

180°



This exercise requires you to draw a figure 8 with your 
drone. You will need to use both of the joysticks, much 
like the exercise above, but instead of just one circle, 
you will continue one to make another. 

Figure 8

In order to do this, you will need to move your drone 
around in a circle while keeping the front of the drone 
aimed at the middle of the circle. Use your right 
joystick to move your drone sideways while using 
your left joystick to slightly turn the drone to continue 
facing the middle of the circle.

Rotation

Subject



Take Dazzling Footage

Now that you are able to fly your drone like a pro, it is time to put the 
HD camera to use and capture your dazzling surroundings! Get ready 
to take your selfies to new heights!

While in the app’s control screen, in the 
upper left corner, you will see both the 
camera and video capture buttons. 

These functions are very easy to use! 
While you are airborne, try taking some 
photos and videos by simply tapping on 
either of the capture buttons! Pictures 
work best while you are hovering in 
“Altitude Hold” mode, while videos can 
be captured while zooming around! 

If you want to view your shots, simply 
press on the “View Photos/Videos” 
button. Select the image or video that 
you would like to view, and scroll 
through your library. 

Capturing Images & Video



Our experts have compiled a list of the best tips & tricks for capturing the most 
amazing photos and videos. These will give you the ability to explore far & wide 
and to capture the moment! Be sure you are always aware of people andobjects 
around you. 

Tips & Tricks

Choose a subject: Choose what you want people to focus on in your photo and 
build around it. Having a good focal point adds depth to your photos and 
engages viewers. 

Think about the lighting: Depending on what time you are flying, your lighting 
is going to affect your pictures in different ways. Be wary of how excessive light 
and low light will change the way your image looks. 

The rule of thirds: Capture balanced shots by breaking your image into three 
parts and putting your subject on the thirds-lines. This will help you plan and 
frame your picture. 

Look for symmetry: Symmetry is aesthetically pleasing and will engage the 
viewer of your photos. There is a reason why science has deemed symmetric 
faces as some of the most beautiful. 

Revamp the selfie: Let your SkyCamHD be your personal photographer. 
Capture stunning selfies with fascinating backdrops! Get ready for those social 
media likes to roll in!

Photography



Take it easy: Going slow looks more cinematic than just zooming right by 
things. Give your viewers the chance to appreciate that gorgeous aerial view! 

Think about the lighting: Just as with photography, while you are filming, 
lighting is a biggie! Think about how high and low lights will affect your footage 
and plan out when the best time to film is. 

Share your perspective: Loop your drone around to share what amazing 
things you are looking at. You become a dynamic part of the shot and star in 
your own film!

Plan it out: Know your flight time and watch your range! Plan out your shots to 
avoid turning around because your batteries are dying or if you are too far out 
of range. It’s also a good idea to keep your car charger or spare battery(ies) 
handy when you are on the go.

These tips & tricks give you some good guidelines on how to get started! But beyond 
that, owning a drone is about exploring and adventure. So get out there and start 
shooting! 

Video



Advanced Videography Techniques

Capture stunning views by flying your drone vertically to capture the lengths of 
buildings or by flying horizontally to capture a long expanse of land. Make sure 
you monitor your drone’s altitude and range while you do this.

Aerial Scanning

Flying your drone at a lower altitude while recording can make the shot  
incredibly dynamic. This stabilized view gracefully captures both the land and 
skyline for an aesthetically pleasing shot.

Low Altitude

While flying over buildings, you can use the roof as a neutral shot before 
zooming up to show viewers the spectacular skyline. This bursting shot is a 
great way to show off your tactical flight skills.

The Bump

Similar to the technique above, focus your drone's camera on an obstacle 
before flying over and capturing what you really want people to see! This 
makes your shot more dynamic and engaging.

The Hurdle

Fly your drone through a narrow space. This could be in a tunnel, under a 
bridge, or under any other low hanging objects. Although this is a trickier 
maneuver, it will give you an amazing shot.

Narrow Shot

Use your drone to track a moving object. This can be helpful in filming cars, 
boats, people running, or any other kind of dynamic movement.

Track Shot



Flying your drone towards a moving object that will pass underneath it creates 
an intense shot! You will need to fly at a low altitude to truly capture the high 
speed of the object. 

Opposite Shot

Flying your drone backwards and focusing on a specific object can give you a 
great encompassing shot! Often used as the ending shot of videos, this can 
give the viewer an expansive view of the surrounding area. 

Fly Back Shot

Flying around a specific object gives the viewer a full 360° perspective. Be sure 
to watch your drone’s stability while creating this, so that the video looks 
smooth.

Circular Shot



Congratulations! You are now a full-fledged drone pilot. You are ready to immerse 
yourself in the world of drone photography and film! You haven't let gravity stop 

you from exploring the world far & wide, so get out there and get flying! 

Looking to perform advanced tricks even more easily? Order an Advanced Controller! 
Add a spare battery so that you don’t have to stop the fun to recharge!

Purchase a USB car charger to recharge your drone on the go! 
Need replacement propellers? We have you covered!

Order Here

Questions or concerns? Contact us today!
We’re looking forward to hearing from you!

Thanks For reading!

Next Steps!

www.SkyCamHDDrone.com

support@skycamhddrone.com
US/CA: +1 (888) 296 4573
UK/Ireland: +353 (76) 604 2770

NZ: +64 (9) 889 6579
AU: +61 (28) 073 5040


